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CARPET TILES — RECYCLE AND RE-USE?
Pavilion Floors does both by
employing their Eco-Rescued
Carpet Tile program and
robust recycling.
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For many years, Pavilion Floors has

secret. A large quantity of carpet tiles
included in that “waste” appeared perfectly usable, in “like new” condition and
could provide an economical solution
for customers working to attain “green”
initiatives. So Pavilion developed their
Eco-Rescued Carpet Tile program to
offer an environmentally sound yet
economical solution for them.

THE PROCESS
Pavilion will conduct a thorough evaluation of the existing carpet tiles prior to
replacement to determine the quality
and quantity of carpet tiles to be processed.
In a typical office setting, the installation crew will work after hours and use
their Occupied Workplace Logistics
(OWL) lifting equipment to carefully
remove the old carpet tiles making sure
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make space happen.

This suggests that in normal use, the life
cycle of more than a quarter of the repurposed carpet tiles would have been

